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Incarnated in the spare parts storage

INTRO: Flared tempers

cate feet heat up so much in
is. Finally so-called science sucInvestigative information work the blistering hot sand that it
ceeded in cloning embryos
resembles a march through the lifts alternately crosswise a
from human stem cells. But do
desert. Desert animals are fore leg and a hind leg into the
these cloners of humans know
equipped with some tricks, for air. That looks a bit high-handenough about reincarnation?
example for not drying out at ed and even silly, but gives
Because already now two
60° Celsius or in order to not already a few centimeters
things are obvious: On the one
die from a heat stroke. So let’s above the ground its cooling
hand cloning costs the lives of
effect.
learn from them:
already existing embryos – on
Some of them bury themselves Two deductions for us: Don’t
the other hand beckons the profin cooler sand layers. Certainly get upset always about the
itable business of the “humanI’m not commending the head- same issue, get upset once in a
spare-parts trade”! But where
in-the-sand attitude here, but while about something else .
there are spare parts, there must
for example to bury oneself in Better to tell yourself:
also be spare part storage.
“success stories”… “V&C Vic- “Although I still cannot fly, I
What these look like, is already
tory corner” etc. Or read now can already lift my heated
staring us in the face. Just as
and then an encouraging limbs up crosswise to heaven.
already anticipated in sciencebook… such as “Lord of trans- From up there, there’s mostly
fiction movies, it will be a matjust cool air coming, but that’s
formation” by Ivo Sasek .
ter of somehow “canned” huChameleons assume a white what we need right now.” So
man bodies… so to say a living
color, so their body doesn’t take the slight “V&C-breezes”
man in a can. That by now
heat up much. That means, a as a small advance on the final,
something like this is not ab“clean record” cools down. The real help from above.
stract anymore, shows the livbook mentioned above will Well, my tips might not be abing embryo in vitro well
teach you how to achieve this. solutely great, but… maybe a
enough. But over both, the emThe paw-lizard has an absolute little bit cooling…
bryo and the full grown man in
Ivo Sasek
super-heat trick. Its too delivitro, gapes an eerie hole of
ignorance: Where do the souls
The State Office of Criminal Investigation of Sax- of these canned human bodies
remain in the meantime? Ah!
ony-Anhalt wants to stop non-cooperative vehicles They
don’t have one? Did you

try this yourself? You see,
that’s how lightly science takes
it. But one thing is certain already: If these fellows are once
more mistaken - as usual, a
carmic law will ensure that in
the next reincarnation they will
truly know. In fact, you can
only know truly by personal
experience. In their case that
means that their souls will be
helplessly locked up in a scientific preserved body… to dissection and the consequent
death… and this so often, until
they know, how to eliminate
effectively such nonsense.
Sources:
www.welt.de/gesundheit/aricle116231
480/Forscher-klonen-erstmalsmenschliches-Leben.html
www.srf.ch/wissen/mensch/
stammzellen-aus-geklontenembryonen

“Keep this in mind:
He who only becomes
angry, has lost.”
Karl-Heinz Söhler

using microwave weapons.

uw. German authorities are now
officially participating in the European Union SAVELEC* project. Its aim is the development of
microwave weapons that would
allow the police and the Federal
Border Guard to stop so called
"non-cooperative vehicles" using
electromagnetic impulses. It is
interesting to note that up until
now, officials had always denied
the existence of electromagnetic
pulse weapons. In reality, their
development and production has
been carried out by the weapons
manufacturers Diehl and Rhein-

metall for more than 10 years.
The police will soon be employing technologies that so far have
only been utilized in drones and
E-Bombs. Good luck to everyone chosen as targets for such
microwave attacks. May you survive this in one piece!
*Safe control of non cooperative vehicles through electromagnetic means
Sources:
http://savelec-project.eu/
http://ul-we.de/landeskriminalamtsachsen-anhalt-will%E2%80%9Enicht-kooperativefahrzeuge-mit-mikrowellenwaffenstoppen/

Big investors in Cyprus face huge losses
The investors of the Bank of
Cyprus with a deposit above
100.000 Euros have to face severe losses. A compulsory
charge of up to 60 percent for
each Euro above this protected
amount is threatening. According to the minister of finance
Michalis Sarris, in a first step
rich people will be asked to pay
up to 37,5 percent of their deposit above the 100.000 Euro limit .
For example somebody keeps
200.000 Euros in the Bank of
Cyprus. Then 100.000 Euros

stay safe. On the residual
100.000 Euros there will be first
a compulsory charge of 37,5
percent – thus 37.500 Euros,
according to Sarris. Further
22.500 Euros will be put aside.
If the Bank of Cyprus needs
more money for their rescue,
they will take these 22,5 percent,
too. For their losses the investors will get shares of the Bank.
Well, if that isn’t theft on large
scale …
Source:
Original text, Der Südafrika-Deutsche
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The silent enlightenment fighter

The end of purchasing power – or
this is the way inflation works:
price remains, product becomes smaller
Inflation in practice: Seven years
ago there were 47 diapers in a
package of Pampers, today there
are only 34 pieces in it. If that
trend keeps going on, the package will be empty in 20 years.
Nevertheless Mario Draghi
claims: The inflation in Europe
persists at a sustained low level.

To consummate inflation:

“First the bad news:
Soon we all will have
no money anymore.
The good news: But
before that we all will
be millionaires.”

Source:
Original text, Der Südafrika-Deutsche

Ivo Sasek

Victory corner:
Well done, Austria!
Withdrawal from the EU –
Non-partisan referendum
Because the Austrian citizens
do not want to be serving any
longer as cash cow for the
“rescue” of the expensive
EURO and the mismanagement of the banks!
The ever higher payments of
billions for “Brussels” (the bottomless pit) imply a cold expropriation of the people’s
income. Instead of this: re-entrance into the functioning and
economical EFTA (European
Free Trade Agreement) to regulate the commercial relationships.
Because true neutrality excludes any involvement in a
military pact, such as the EUarmy (with her close relationship to the NATO) – see Switzerland.
Because we do not want to remain a member of the nuclear
power EU and do not want to
pay for it any longer
(EURATOM Treaty!).

Because the highest principle
of the EU – the boundless, completely
unbridled
FREE
TRADE – serves only the owners of the corporations to the
detriment of the national economy, nature and health!
Consequences: Decline of salaries, wages and pensions; loss
of local supply; transport of living animals over huge distances; no protection from import
of GMOs.
Because the most important
principles of any democracy
(for example the separation of
powers) have been neutralized
with the Lisbon Treaty, the prevailing working basis of the EU.
Non-elected commissioners decide. The “Parliament” of the
EU has no legislative power.
Austrians: Please ask for signature cards at: (see source)
Source:
Original text, Heimat & Umwelt,
Hagengasse 5, A-3424 Zeiselmauer,
Austria

“The hand that gives is above the hand that takes. Money does not know loyalty. Financiers are without patriotism and decency. Their only goal is profit.”
Napoleon Bonaparte

me. The meteorologist Dr.
Karsten Brandt warned in 2010
in a documentary of ZDF about
the dangers of fiber glass/aluminum particles, which are
spread by the ton all over the
German airspace. According to
inquiries from ZDF it is a matter of military operations to disturb radar equipments. In this
documentary the dangers of
these particles were proven by
scientists. These materials are
not biodegradable. In February
2013, when a local politician
submitted this issue to the county council, he got the following
answer from the above mentioned meteorologist: “Please
refrain spreading conspiracy
theories. It’s simply embarrassing […] spare the county council this.” The politician explained, that he made this

inquiry because of concerned
citizens and that it is his duty to
stand up for them. Thereupon
Dr. Brandt answered: “Once
again my advice – keep the
hands off this. There is nothing
to it.”
The sudden and almost frantic
change of mind of Dr. Brandt
should make us wonder, because he and the ZDF were obviously silenced. So let us all
the more open our mouths and
be a voice where a voice is missSources:
ing.
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rxTms_VNCI
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_mfl6kFrgHo

Success consists of
getting up just one
more time than you fall.
Oliver Goldsmith

Victory corner:
Well done Soldier King!
On February 25th, 1713, the
Prussian Friedrich Wilhelm I.
(1688 – 1740, King from 1713
on), later to be called “Soldier
King”, stood at the deathbed of
his father. When the death of
King Friedrich I. (1657 – 1713,
elector since 1688, king since
1701) was announced in the
foyer, where a crowd of courtiers was waiting, their faces
showed more fright than grief,
because the deceased one loved
luxury and left behind a large
national debt. But his son was
determined to make the state
healthy and strong again
through simplicity. The heir to
the throne had – still with tears
in his eyes – barely left the
death chamber, when he requested the list of the courtiers
from the Grand Marshal and
annulled it from the bottom to
the top with a stroke of his pen.

Then the new King dictated his
first written command. “Let the
Prince of Anhalt know that I,
myself, am the minister of finance and the field marshal of
the King of Prussia; that will
keep the King of Prussia upright.”
On his visits the economical
King was usually accompanied
only by his secretary, his servant Eversmann and the coachman. Almost always they invited themselves at the schoolmaster of the village and slept
in the barn. That way the King
was able to once demonstrate
to the Queen that he only spent
six Thalers for the long journey
from Königsberg in East Prussia to Berlin.
Source:
original article, Der SüdafrikaDeutsche, P.O. Box 7174, 0001
Pretoria/Transvaal

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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